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A timeless masterpiece 

Oceanaire Yachting brings an exceptional yacht: Ferretti 881 in Maldives, a timeless 
masterpiece…  In Ferretti 881 you find a luxury yacht that has you at handshake and 
makes you fall in love every time you see her.  
 
The Ferretti 881, the flagship of Ferretti Yachts is – one of the most beautiful, with 
timeless beauty high-speed motor yachts. But its beauty is more than cosmetic, as the 
boat is also well-designed and is probably the best engineered and built of any 
fiberglass production boat this size. Like any Italian built machine the Ferretti 881 
follows design by form not function, beauty comes first and stepping on board for the 
first time will fill you with a passion and feeling that you are on-board a yacht that has 
beauty and soul, thus every time you see the Ferretti 881 you will fall in love with it. 
 
Once on board you will soon come to realise that style comes first. Every where you 
look you will be surprised by the attention to detail. The helms position is well forward 
to create a large living area saloon, there is the wide beam to create generous width. 
 
She has a comfortable living area inside, and a world-class flying bridge for entertaining, 
plus a huge water sports activity area on the stern. All of these features make the boat 
versatile, thus serving the needs of a wide range of charter activities. 



C R A F T S M A N S H I P  
 

Attentive experiential design 

Ferretti 881 hardtop filled with light throughout, 
contemporary interior design using wood and leather, 
lots of toys and impeccable service, this Ferretti 881 
offers the top charter experience in Maldives. 
  
Her standout features include a beach platform to 
form a sumptuous, sea level deck. 
  
ARG stabilizers for extra comfort at sail or anchor, this 
ultra-modern stabilization system reduces roll motion 
effect and results in a smoother more enjoyable 
cruising experience. Her ‘at anchor stabilizers' which 
work at zero speed to increase onboard comfort at 
anchor and on rough waters.  
  
Externally a very large flying bridge, provided with a 
Jacuzzi, hard top and sofas, makes this area the ideal 
place for sharing unforgettable moments with the 
guests. There are two huge sun pads on the bridge, 
seating for at least 12, a secondary helm complete 
with retractable instrument panel, a mini galley 
complete with fridge, stove top, sink and serving bar –
plus, the centrepiece for entertaining: a large hot tub 
with Jacuzzi. 

She is an ideal yacht for enjoying 
the  outdoors. From the Jacuzzi on 
the fly bridge to the cockpit which 
boasts a teak table suitable for 
eight people to enjoy the sea while 
relaxing. The cockpit has space for 
a gleaming wood table and settee-
it's an attractive alfresco dining 
alternative to the saloon. 

A large garage located aft, with an 
hydraulic opening, folds out 
producing a 90-square foot platform 
extending out over the water. Not 
only can this be used for swimming, 
diving and sun bathing, but we also 
have this as a handy dock for the 
Inflatable boat, Jetski, 
Kayak, or other water toys. 



The generous salon with leather sofas and an 
ample central table reveals design and 
practicality. Throughout, there is the highly 
lacquered cherry interior. This warm cherry has 
been the classic and adds to elegance. The 
cherry panelling and furniture have a pale finish, 
and produce a light, soft interior, which matches 
well with the tan leather and cream-colored, 
coarse-woven fabric on the walls; thin horizontal 
wood strips break up the panelling. This rich 
simplicity creates what is one of the best and 
most restful interiors. 
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Interiors and Layout 

Galley 

Saloon Saloon 

Helm station 

Saloon 

Saloon 



M A I N  D E C K  
 

Aft - Garage 

A large garage located aft, with a 
hydraulic opening, folds out 
producing a 90-square foot 
platform extending out over the 
water. 
 
Not only can this be used for 
swimming, diving and sun bathing, 
but we also have this as a handy 
dock for the Inflatable boat, Jetski, 
Kayak, or other water toys. 
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Interiors and Layout 

Owners cabin 

Owners head 

Guest cabin 

Guest cabin Guest head 

The master stateroom on the Ferretti 881is one of the most unusual and exciting master staterooms. The 
Ferretti 881 - the timeless beauty presents design solutions made to optimize the spaces and the 
brightness of the different cabins. The innovative use of space brings out best features like the layout of 
the master cabin which presents two large open-view windows on both sides making it an incomparable 
suite in terms of spaces and light and gaining an incomparable spaciousness and luminosity. Located wide 
in the central part of the hull, the master-cabin faces the direction opposite to the navigation, and allows 
the ship-owner to enjoy a unique view of the sea lying down on the bed or in the Jacuzzi. The whole 
arrangement takes your breath away, you might even believe that was a mermaid you saw outside the 
window! 
 
The other three cabins can accommodate six guests in maximum comfort and privacy; each with its own 
bathroom make this yacht the best way to live the sea. 



F L Y B R I D G E  
 

Design and Layout 

Externally a very large flying bridge, provided with a 
Jacuzzi, hard top and sofas, makes this area the ideal place 
for sharing unforgettable moments with the guests. There 
are two huge sun pads on the bridge, seating for at least 
12, a secondary helm complete with retractable instrument 
panel, a mini galley complete with fridge, stove top, sink 
and serving bar –plus, the centrepiece for entertaining: a 
large hot tub with Jacuzzi. 
 
She is an ideal yacht for enjoying the outdoors. From the 
Jacuzzi on the fly bridge to the cockpit which boasts a teak 
table suitable for eight people to enjoy the sea while 
relaxing. The cockpit has space for a gleaming wood table 
and settee-it's an attractive alfresco dining alternative to 
the saloon. 

Top view without Hard top 

Top view  showing Hard top 
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Technical information for Ferretti 881 

Length                    88.68 ft                   27.03 m
   
Beam                   22.05 ft                    6.72 m
   
Draft                   7.15 ft                     2.18 m
   
Overall height                   25 ft 9 in                 7.85 m
   
Fuel tank capacity               9000 lt                    2378 US gals   

Water tank capacity           1320 lt                    349 US gals 
  

Engine : 2 X MTU 16V 2000 M91 Potenza 2030 mHp/1492 kW a 2350 giri/min
   

THE ENGINEERING EXCELLENCE 

- Four private staterooms with ensuite heads 
- Crew cabins 
- Electrohydraulic davit 
- Garage at stern with hydraulic latch 
- Solid teak cockpit floor 
- Ice maker in cockpit 
- HI-FI CD/DVD surround system 
- 32" Plasma TV 
- Marble countertops 
- Dishwasher, garbage compactor, dual sinks 

FEATURES 

 
- Guests : 8 
- Passenger cabins : 4 
- Master cabins : 1 
- VIP cabins : 1 
- Twin cabins : 2 

ACCOMMODATION 

 

- Make : MTU 
- Model : 16V2000M91 
- Type : Diesel 
- Quantity : 2 
- Total power : 4000.00 hp 

EQUIPMENT 

- Kawasaki Jetski x2 
- Snorkelling equipment 
- Diving equipment 
- Tender 

TENDER AND WATER  

SPORTS 

- Yacht provisioning 
- Helicopter/airplane charter 
- Concierge services 
- Luxury cars & transfers 

UPON REQUEST 

- Cruising speed up to  22KN 
- Spacious accommodation for up to 10 guests 
- Excellent crew of 4 

REMARKS 

Builder & Model                    Ferretti                Ferretti 881  

Exterior & Interior design   Zuccon                  Zuccon 

Engine                      2 x 2030 hp MTU 



Ferretti 881 offers exceptional services and 
entertainment facilities making it an ideal yacht for 
socializing and entertaining with family and friends. 
 
• Sea plane (as additional services) 
• Diving 
• Jetski 

T H E  B U S I N E S S  O F  

P L E A S U R E  
 

Exceptional Services & Entertainment Facilities 



THE FERRETTI 881 
 

 
USD 50.000 + APA per week 
 

 
  

 

The yacht charter includes: 4 highly qualified crew members (Captain, Chef, First mate and Stewardess) 
The yacht charter does not include: Fuel , Harbour fees outside of base harbour, Food and Drinks. (covered under APA 30 %)  
 
 
 

- Helicopter/Airplane charter 
- Concierge services 
- Luxury cars and transfers 

PROVIDED UPON 

REQUEST 

 

HIRING OPTIONS 

Daily rates available on request:

HP
Typewritten text
Please Contact us at +971 56 6604606 or info@medasiamarine.com



Maldives 


